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Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) have successfully been applied in
numerous domains to show the relations between essential
components in complex systems. In this paper, a novel learning
method is proposed to construct FCMs based on historical data and
by using meta-heuristic: Genetic Algorithm (GA), Simulated
Annealing (SA), and Tabu Search (TS). Implementation of the
proposed method has demonstrated via real data of a purchase
system in order to simulate the system’s behavior.
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1. Introduction
In complex systems, different components affect
each other. These cause and effect relations show
system behaviors. System dynamics is a methodology
for simulation of complex systems. In system dynamics
there is a step with the name of system
conceptualization. In this step, a causal loop diagram,
which shows the cause and effect relations is
determined. The information about these relations
generated and enriched over time with the experience
of experts. For example, experts draw a graph or casual
loop diagram based on their expertise. A challenge for
these systems occurred when there is no expert to
construct the above mental model. For example, in
biological systems or in other similar systems this may
happen. [1] At the other hand, the expert’s idea may be
needed to crosscheck or complete with other sources of
information. Therefore, a new mechanism must be
used to bridge this gap and constituted with experts in
first case and produce needed information for the
second one.

2. Theoretical background
This article organized as follows: In this section
recalls the basic concepts and definitions of System
Dynamics, Data mining, and Fuzzy Cognitive Map
(FCM). The theoretical background of FCM learning

by data mining is presented in section 3. In Section 4, a
new model for learning FCM in system dynamics is
defined, while in Sections 5 this new model is
established for a case study.
2.1. Overview of System Dynamics
System Dynamics developed by Forrester can be
used to model and simulate complex systems.[2,3]
System Dynamics have been used for nearly three
decades to model economic, social, human activity and
other dynamic problems. System dynamics technique
is an effective methodology for dealing with timevarying (dynamic) interactions among components of
an analyzed system[4].
Problem
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Policy
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Policy analysis
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The procedure of system dynamics modeling could be
broadly broken into these major steps:
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 Problem definition.
 System conceptualization via causal loop diagrams
or influence diagrams.
 Model formulation.
 Simulation and validation of model.
 Policy analysis and improvement.
 Policy implementation.
Fig.1 shows the relation among these phases: [5].
2-2. Data mining and Knowledge Discovery
Data mining or knowledge discovery in databases
(KDD) is the process of discovering useful knowledge
from large amount of data stored in databases, data
warehouses, or other information repositories. [6,7]
Data mining is a hybrid disciplinary that integrates
technologies of databases, statistics, artificial
intelligent. Recently, a number of data mining
applications and prototypes have been developed for a
variety of domains, including marketing, banking,
finance, manufacturing, and health care other types of
scientific data.[8] The more common model functions
in current data mining practice include the following
[9]:
 Classification: classifies a data item into one of
several predefined categorical classes.
 Clustering: maps a data item into one of several
clusters
 Discovering association rules: describes
association relationship among different attributes.
 Summarization: provides a compact description
for a subset of data.
 Dependency modeling: describes significant
dependencies among variables.
 Sequence analysis: models sequential patterns,
like time-series analysis.
The other soft computing methodologies like fuzzy
sets, neural networks, and Genetic Algorithms are most
widely applied in the data mining. Fuzzy sets copes
with uncertainty in data mining process. Neural
networks are used for classification and rule
generation. Genetic algorithms (GAs), simulated
Annealing (SA), Tabu search (TS) are involved in
various optimization and search processes [10]. All of
these functions and methodologies tried to discover
knowledge from historical data. This knowledge
represented in the form of rules most of the time.
This paper focused on discovering knowledge with the
form of graph. Therefore, in this paper investigated
how soft computing methodologies and data mining
functions can discover this kind of knowledge, which
named Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM).
2-3. Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) and Causal Loop
Diagram
Cognitive maps were initially introduced by
Robert Axelrod in 1976 and applied inpolitical science
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[11]. Also it was used in numerous areas of application
such as analysis of electrical circuits [12], medicine
[13], supervisory systems [14,15,16], organization and
strategy planning [17], [18], analysis of business
performance indicators [19], software project
management [20,21], Information retrievals [22]
modeling of plant control [23], system dynamics and
complex systems [24,25,26,27,28,29] and modeling
virtual world [30,31].
This model contains components and their
corresponding relations, which may be positive,
negative, or neutral. A cognitive map is a directed
graph that its nodes correspond to relevant concepts
and the edges state the relations between every two
nodes by a sign. A positive sign implies a positive
relation; moreover, any increase in its source value
leads to increase in its target value. A negative sign
presents negative relation and any increase or decrease
in its source value leads to reverse effect to its target
value. In a cognitive map if there is no edge between
two nodes it means that, there is no relation between
them. In 1988, Kosko introduced a new extension to
cognitive map [32]. It named fuzzy cognitive maps. In
a simple fuzzy cognitive map, the relation between two
nodes is determined by taking a value in interval [-1,
1]. While -1 corresponds to the strongest negative, +1
corresponds to strongest positive one. The other values
express different levels of influence. This model can be
presented by a square matrix called connection matrix.
The value of relation between two nodes is set in their
corresponding cell. In the connection matrix, row and
column is associated with a source node and a target
node, respectively. A simple FCM with five nodes and
ten weighted arcs is depicted in Fig.2.
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Fig. 2. A simple Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM)

A group of experts can be utilized to improve the
results. All experts are asked to determine the relevant
factors in a brain storm meeting. They discuss about
main characteristics of the system, number and kind of
concepts, which should be contained in the FCM.
Then, they determine the structure and the
interconnections of the network using fuzzy
conditional statements. Each expert may draw his own
individual FCM, which can be different from the
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others. In order to deal with these diagrams, the
assigned weights by each expert can be considered and
a new FCM will be constructed by all experts’
expertise. Thus, this FCM will represent the knowledge
and experience of all related experts [33,34].
FCMs can produced by expert manually or generate by
other source of information computationally. Experts
developed a FCM or a mental model manually based
on their knowledge in related area. At first, they
identify key domain issues or concepts. Secondly, they
identify the causal relationships among these concepts
and thirdly, they estimate causal relationships
strengths.
This achieved graph (FCM) shows not only the
components and their relations but also the strengths.
In fuzzy diagrams, the influence of a concept on the
others is considered as “negative”, “positive” or
“neutral”. All relations are expressed in fuzzy terms,
e.g. very weak, weak, medium, strong and very strong.
Here, the following set of linguistic variables is
considered:
{Negatively very strong, negatively strong, negatively
medium, negatively weak, zero, positively weak,
medium, positively strong and positively very strong}.
The corresponding membership functions for these
terms are shown in Fig. 3 and they are:

µ nvs , µ ns , µ nm , µ nw , µ z , µ pw , µ pm , µ ps
and µ pvs
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Fig. 3. Membership functions
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In a simple FCM, all fuzzy variables are mapped into
interval [-1, 1]. A simple way is to map fuzzy
expression to numerical value in a range of [-1, 1]. For
example, positively weak is mapped to 0.25, negatively
medium to -0.5, positively strong to 0.75. Then, all the
suggested linguistic variables, are aggregated and an
overall linguistic weight is obtained, with the
defuzzification method of Centre of Gravity (COG)
[35], is transformed to a numerical weight belonging to
the interval [-1, 1].
In general, the manual procedures for developing FCM
have occurred, when at least there is one expert who
has expertise in the area under studied. In some
situations, a FCM could not construct manually such
as:
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 There is no expert to define a FCM.
 The experts’ knowledge is different with each
other and they draw different FCM.
 There are large amount of concepts and
connections between them, which could not be drawn
without mistakes.
The above situation shows that in many cases,
developing a FCM manually becomes very difficult
and experts’ intervention could not resolve the
problem. When the experts were not able to express
their expertise or even there is no expert in the related
area, therefore there is a gap. For these reasons, the
development of computational methods for learning
FCM is necessary.
For this purpose, not only the edge or casual relations
between nodes, but also the strength on each edge must
be achieved based on historical data. In this way, the
expert knowledge is substituted by the knowledge,
which produced from historical data by means and new
computational procedures. Many algorithms for
learning FCM model structure have been recently
proposed. In general, four main categories of these
algorithms are used:
 Association rules algorithms
 Distance based algorithms (classification)
 Hebbian algorithm ( soft computing)
 Genetic algorithm (soft computing)
The application of association rules in FCM(s) used by
Lee et al. in 2002 for the first time [36]. They
published a paper about FCM(s) and their relation with
web mining inference amplification. In their paper, a
fuzzy cognitive map (FCM) used to amplify inference
results of Web mining as a dramatic usage of the
Internet for a wide variety of daily management
activities.
They stated that causal knowledge is similar to
IF_THEN rules with many differences. The causal
knowledge seems natural and more understandable but
richer in interpretation. Their propose model was
composed of three major phases. At first, extract
association rules from related historical data, secondly,
transform into FCM causal knowledge based, and
thirdly inference amplification. In their model, all rules
discovered by association rule function and eliminate
rules redundancy and search for the directly and
indirectly rules.
The other category in learning connection matrix of
FCM is distance-based algorithm. In 1998 M.
Schneider and el worked on constructing fuzzy
cognitive maps automatically. [37] Their method found
not only the degree of similarity between any two
variables (represented by numerical vectors), but also
the relations between variables. They used the fuzzy
expert system tool (FEST) which determined the
causality among variables. D. Kardaras et al. presented
another similar method in 1998. [38] In their paper
assumed that every concept in an FCM could be
represented by a numerical vector (V), whereas each
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element (v) of the vector represents a measurement of
the concept. Experts can determine an upper threshold
( a u ) and a lower threshold ( a l ) for every vector, so
that:

 v (v  a u )  (  v  1)

(1)

 v (v  a l )  (  v  0)

(2)

Where (  v ) is the membership degree of element (v).
For all the elements (v) between the thresholds, a
formula is applied to project all elements into the
interval (0, 1) proportionally.
Therefore, every concept is a fuzzy set. Both the
polarity and the strength of the relationship between
two concepts are based on the concept of the similarity
between two vectors. More specifically, in the case
where two vectors ( v 1 ) and ( v 2 ) are monotonically
increasing (direct relation), the distance ( d i ) between
two elements ( v i ) of the vectors is defined as:

d i   1 ( v i )   2 (v i )

(3)

Where 1 and  2 is the degree of membership for the
(i) element of the vectors ( v 1 ) and ( v 2 ) respectively.
In the case of monotonically decreasing vectors
(reverse relation) the distance of the two elements ( v i )
is defined as:

d i   1 (v i )  1   2 (v i ) 

(4)

Let AD be the average distance the vectors then:


di

 i 1..n
AD 
n








(5)

Once the average distance is calculated then the
similarity (S) of the two vectors is defined as:
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S  1 - AD

(6)

The similarity is calculated twice, once based on direct
relation and second based on the reverse relation. The
higher similarity determines the polarity (1 or 2) and
the strength of the relationships between the two fuzzy
sets ( v 1 ) and ( v 2 ). Soft computing like neural
network and Genetic Algorithm help data mining to
discover appropriate knowledge in the form of Graph
or Fuzzy Cognitive map (FCM) from historical data.
Many scientists work on this area and investigated that
FCM and its related connection matrix are learned and
discovered by historical data.
Soft computing approach such as neural networks and
genetic algorithm can be used to discover appropriate
knowledge from historical data in the form of graph or
FCM. Many researchers worked on these areas by
investigating FCM learning methods using historical

data. Kosko proposed a new model by use of simple
Differential Hebbian Learning law (DHL) in 1994, but
he used this model to learning FCMs without any
applications [39]. This learning process modified
weights of edges existing in a FCM in order to find the
desired connection matrix. In general, when the
corresponding concept changes, the value of the related
edges for that nodes will be modified too. In 2002,
Vazquez introduced a new extension to DHL algorithm
presented by Kosko. He used a new idea to update
edge values in a new formula. [40] Another method of
learning FCMs based on the first approach (Hebbian
algorithm), was introduced by Papageorgiou et al. in
2003. He developed another extension to Hebbian
algorithm, called Nonlinear Hebbian Learning (NHL)
[41]. Active Hebbian Algorithm (AHL) introduced by
Papageorgiu et al. in 2004. In the recent method,
experts not only determined the desired set of concepts,
initial structure and the interconnections of the FCM
structure, but also identified the sequence of activation
concepts. [42]
Another category in learning connection matrix of
FCM is application of genetic algorithms or
evolutionary algorithms.
Koulouriotis et al. applied the Genetic Strategy (GS) to
learn FCM structure in 2001 [30]. In mentioned model,
they focused on the development of an ES-based
procedure that determines the values of the causeeffect relationships (causality). Other related papers
were also published by Parsopoulos et al. in 2003.
They tried to apply Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) method, which belongs to the class of Swarm
Intelligence algorithms, to learn FCM structure [43,
44]. Khan and Chong worked on learning initial state
vector of FCM in 2003. They performed a goaloriented analysis of FCM and their learning method did
not aim to compute the connection matrix, and their
model focused on finding initial state vector for FCM
[45]. In 2005, Stach et al. applied real-coded genetic
algorithm (RCGA) to develop FCM model from a set
of historical data in 2005 [34].
In 2005, Parsopoulos et al combined these two
categories and published a paper about using
evolutionary algorithms to train Fuzzy Cognitive
Maps. In their model, they investigated a coupling of
differential evolution algorithm and unsupervised
Hebbian learning algorithm [46]. Other work to train a
FCM was done by Konar in 2005. He worked on
reasoning and unsupervised learning in a FCM. In that
paper, a new model was introduced for unsupervised
learning and reasoning on a special type of cognitive
maps realized with Petri nets [47]. In 2007
M.Ghazanfari et al. published a paper about using
Simulated Annealing and genetic algorithm in FCM
learning[48]. In that paper, they show that SA
algorithm is better than GA in FCM with more nodes
and introduced a new method to learn connection
matrix rapidly. In this research, the other heuristic
algorithms are used to learn FCM matrix.
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3. A New Model for learning FCM in System
Dynamics Simulation

(10)

O utput i ( t n  1 )  E  Input i ( t n )

As mentioned, in system dynamics a casual loop
diagram is needed to simulate the interactions among
components. If there is no expert to define these
relationship, this method can define them based on
their historical behavior. This methodology focused on
automatic casual loop diagram construction and the
other steps are like formal system dynamics steps. Here
are steps of this methodology:
 Description the problem.
 Define the most important components and
parameters in that problem
 Collecting related data about these parameters
during the time. Normalize and show them in the
form of time series.
After defining the most important parameters, their
related data must collected. As these data show the
components behavior during time, they can be shown
with the form of time series. But they must be
preprocessed and normalized to be prepared for
learning. These data are normalized according this
formula:

Input i (t n ) is input data for node i, Output i (t n1 ) is its
corresponding output data and E is the Connection
matrix of FCM. Eq. (10) implies that corresponding
output for every node can be calculated. E (Related
connection Matrix) is a vital factor in Eq. (10) which
should be determined in the FCM learning process.
The proposed FCM learning method forms structure of
a FCM and is able to generate state vector sequences
that transform the input vectors into the output vectors.
When all real input and output values of a FCM are in
hand, the most important step is to find a new solution
for the FCM and calculate the estimated output related
to this new FCM.

c  cMin
Normal (ci )  i
cMax  c Min

difference between real and estimated outputs is
calculated by Eq.(12):

(7)

In this formula every element ( ci ) normalized between
[0,1]. c Min is minumum value and c Max is the
maximum value.
(a). Learning FCM based on their historical
behavior.
In this step, a solution for automatic construction of
Fuzzy Cognitive map is found by using Simulated
Annealing, Genetic Algorithm and Tabu search. The
focus of this model is to determine cause-effect
relationships (causality) and their strength.
As mentioned before, a cause-effect relation is
specified by a related Connection matrix. The elements
of this matrix are the values of edges in the FCM. The
aim of the proposed method is to find these elements.
The relations between nodes and edges are calculated
as:
[ Downloaded from ijiepr.iust.ac.ir on 2023-01-07 ]
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 n

Ci (t  1)  f  e ji C j (t ) 
 i 1




(8)

where e ij ’s are the elements of the matrix and f is a
transform function which includes recurring relation
on t>=0 between C(t + 1) and C(t) that can be
presented by a logistic function like:

f ( x) 

1
1  e  cx

Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) can be expressed by Eq. (10):

(9)

Output i estimated (t n1 )  E proposed  Input i (t n )
According to Eq. (11), Outputi

estimated

(11)

(t n1 ) is the

estimated output and Inputi (t n ) is its corresponding
input for the ith node.

E proposed is new proposed

matrix. The real output is Outputi

Error  Outputi

estimated

(t n1 )  Outputi

real

real

(t n 1 ) and the

(12)

(t n1 )

By using the later two equations, the objective is
defined as minimizing the difference between real and
estimated outputs. This objective is defined as:
K

Total_ Error

N

estimated

Output
i

real

(tn1)  Outputi

(tn1) (13)

n1 i1

Where N is the number of nodes and K is the iteration.
Input i ( t n )  O utput i ( t n  1 )

If

 t  0 ,..., K  1

(14)

defined as an initial vector, and
Outputi (tn 1 ) as system response, K-1 pairs in the form of
{initial vector, system response} can be generated from
the input data.
As mentioned in section 2.3, there are many methods
to construct FCM matrix automatically, for example,
Stach et al. constructed this matrix by a Real Code
Genetic Algorithm (RCGA) with simple operators and
Ghazanfari et al. constructed this matrix by SA. In this
paper, we compared GA, SA and TS to learn FCM and
the best FCM is chosen. The proposed learning model
uses Genetic algorithm to find the near optimum
solution. Simulated annealing or Tabu search are used
to escape the local minimum solution and to improve
the optimum solutions. In this paper assumed that
readers are familiar with GA and SA and TS
algorithms. A useful summary about relevant GA and
SA and TS can be found in [49,50,51].
Input i ( t n )
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(b) To Continue the Other System Dynamic Steps in
Order to Simulate and Policy Making.
After building FCM or casual loop diagram the other
System Dynamics steps can be done. The other steps
are “Model formulation”, “Simulation and validation
of model”, “Policy analysis and improvement” and
“Policy implementation”. As mentioned before in this
paper we focus on the learning casual loop diagram
and the other step don’t consider.

4. Illustration
In this paper, a purchase planning system is
considered and tried to draw the relationship between
its components. This system determines details of
purchase planning. For example, it defines how a
special purchasing must be done, who are the best
suppliers, when is the best time to start in order to
decrease the cost and so on. According to the proposed
methodology, at first, the problem must be described
and the related parameters must be defined. Table(1)
shows the most important parameters in the purchase
system which consider here:
Tab. 1. Parameters of the purchase planning system
1-Total cost: The total cost that influence to inventory
cost

CTotal

2-Cost of repair: It is the repair cost and it is related
to quality of parts.

CR

3-Cost of parts: It is cost of parts purchased from the
suppliers.

Cpart

4-Cost of inventory: It is the cost of inventory.

Cinv
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5-Quality: It is quality of parts, which is purchased
from the suppliers.

Q

6-Product Cost: Cost of production.

P_Cost

7- Holes in product lines: This holes in prduction
lines force a Cost of line sleep: It is the cost of delay
in production line.
8-Lead-Time: This is the time, which in that interval
purchase must be done.

L_Sleep

9-Supplier number: It is the number of suppliers,
which have the acceptable parameters for our
purchase. For example, their quality must be good and
their cost must be low.
10-Transportation Cost: Cost Of part transportation
to inventory.

SuppNo

11-Customer satisfaction: The level of customer
satisfaction

LT

Learning FCM by Data Mining in a Purchase System

Normal (ci ) 

In this formula every element ( ci ) normalized between
[0,1]. cMin is minumum value and c Max is the
maximum value.
In this paper, the behaviour of relatead components
gathered in a period of 20 weeks.
 Definition of the Effects of the System
Components on each Other by Learning FCM
From Historical Data
In this step, a FCM is learned by means of historical
data. Some heuristic models like GA, SA and TS are
used for learning methods. All essential elements of
these proposed methods, including structure of solution
coding (chromosomes), generation of initial solution,
initial temperature and fitness function, stopping
condition, genetic operators in GA, Neighboring
solutions in SA and TS, and selection strategy are
demonstrated here:
Genetic Algorithms
For designing the GA, many principle factors are
considered as follows:
Solution coding (chromosome structure)
The chromosome structure or a solution for FCM is
formed as a matrix. In GA, the initial solution
generates random.
Fitness value
The fitness value is a criterion for the quality
measurement of a chromosome or feasible solution. An
offspring or a new solution is accepted when its
objective function value is minimum as compared with
its parents. The objective function is:

Objective Function 
K

N

Output
T_Cost
CS

 Collecting Related Data.
After defining the most important parameters, their
related data must be collected. As these data show the
components behavior during time, they can be shown
with the form of time series. But they must be
preprocessed and normalized to be prepared for
learning. For this system these data are gathered and
normalized according this formula:

ci  c Min
c Max  c Min

estimated
i

(t n 1 )  Output i real (t n 1 )

(10)

n 1 i 1

Mating pool selection strategy
For creating the new generation, it is necessary to
select some chromosomes (mating pool) with the latest
fitness in the current generation for recombining or
creating chromosomes related to the new generation. In
this paper, at first, the population sort from the best to
the worst. Secondly, the selection probability assigned
to each chromosome. Thirdly, they selected according
to their ranking numbers.
GA operators
In this paper, the chromosome structure is formed as a
matrix. Thus, the GA linear operators cannot be used to
a matrix type as the traditional forms. These operators
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should be improved proportional to the matrix type.
Therefore, considering the nature of the matrix, each of
three operators called crossover, mutation, and
inversion are considered as follows:
In horizontal operator, at first two positions in row
selected randomly and operation is exercised over this
selected area. Vertical operator is similar to the
horizontal operator but two positions selected in
column randomly. In diametric operator, two numbers
in the relevant matrix column or row limits and one of
the directions of primary or secondary are selected
randomly.
Stopping criteria
The stopping criteria condition can be defined by two
different ways:
 Number of generations, In this case, the algorithm
terminates, if the number of generations exceeds the
specific number.
 Best Solutions Found, In this case, the algorithm
terminates, if the best solution find and the error
function does not change after a period.
Simulated Annealing for Learning FCM
For designing the SA algorithm, many principle factors
considered and introduced here:
Solution coding
The solution coding for SA is equal to GA, which
mentioned before.
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Initial solution
An initial solution is a starting solution (point) that will
be used in the search process and considered as a
random solution. In this research, When SA algorithm
is used to optimize FCM structure alone, its initial
solution generates random and in combined GA and
SA model, the best solution defined by GA algorithm
is used as initial solution in SA model.
Initial temperature
An initial temperature T0 and a cooling schedule 
are used to control the series of moves in the search
process.
In general, the initial temperature should be high
enough to allow all candidate solutions to be accepted.
Cooling schedule  is the rate at which the
temperature is reduced. In this paper, the parameter 
is obtained as follows:

  F ( x neighbour )  F best

1

Tn 1 
1


eT

* Tn

(16)

(17)
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Neighboring solutions
Neighboring solutions are the set of feasible solutions
that can be generated from the current solution. Each
feasible solution can be directly reached from current
solution by a move (as genetic operations—mutation or
inversion) and resulted neighboring solution.
Stopping criteria
The number of temperature transitions is used as a
stopping criterion. Furthermore, the SA algorithm can
be terminated, when the term ( Tn 1   ) or stopping
condition is satisfied.  can be a constant or
calculated by other parameters.
Tabu Search for Learning FCM
For designing the TS, many principle factors are
considered as follows:
Solution coding
The solution coding for TS is similar to GA and SA
that mentioned before.
Initial solution
An initial solution is a starting solution (point) that will
be used in the search process and considered as a
random solution. In this research, When TS algorithm
is used to optimize FCM structure alone, its initial
solution generates in a random way.
Neighboring solutions and move
Neighboring solutions are the set of feasible solutions
that can be generated from the current solution. Each
feasible solution can be directly reached from current
solution by a move (as genetic operations mutation or
inversion) and resulted neighboring solution. The
solutions admitted to N * (x), the new neighborhood,
are determined through using special memory
structures (Tabu List).
The search progresses by iteratively moving from a
solution x to a solution x' in N * (x). To prevent the
search from cycling, attributes of recently visited
solutions are memorized in a tabu list for a number of
iterations (tabu duration).
Stopping criteria
Tabu search uses a local or neighborhood search
procedure to iteratively move from a solution x to a
solution x' in the neighborhood of x, until some
stopping criterion has been satisfied. In this paper
stopping criteria is number of iterations or time.
Computational result
In our experiment, to compare meta-heuristic results,
some test problems were solved by using GA, SA on a
PC Pentium IV, 1.6 GHz. The meta-heuristic
algorithms were developed by using Visual Basic 6.
These algorithms ran under mentioned conditioned and
the Error was saved. Table 2 shows these conditions:
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Tab. 5. Stopping criteria: Cpu Time =6(MIN)

Tab. 2. Parameters in two algorithms
Parameter
name
Generation
Population

value
300
1000

Learning FCM by Data Mining in a Purchase System

Comments

Method

Cpu
Time

Function Value
F_average

Var(F_average)

pc

0.95

The Max Number of Generation
The Number of Population in each
Generation
Probability of Crossover

GA

0.000248822

2.97E-08

6

pm


0.90

Probability of Mutation

SA

0.000217225

6.67E-09

1.89

0.1

For stopping criterion
(when algorithm Tn1   stops)

TS

2.52243E-06

5.82E-12

6

Tn

Tn 1   * Tn

Value of temperature in transition (n)

T0


5000

The first temperature

0.9

µ

10

á denotes the temperature and
cooling schedule in SA
Least variance of the generation

0.00045

MRT

0.5 hour

Maximum run time for the algorithm

Tabu List

20

To prevent the search from cycling a
list was constructed

0.0004
0.00035
0.0003
0.00025
0.0002
0.00015
0.0001
0.00005

Three algorithms, Genetic Algorithm (GA), Simulated
Annealing (SA) and Tabu Search (TS) ran on related
data. In each run, stopping condition changed and the
error and time consuming saved. Each considered FCM
was simulated 100 times with the three algorithms,
which totaled in 900 experiments.
The obtained results are shown in table (3,4,5).
Considering the results of Tables (3,4,5) the presented
meta-heuristic algorithms are able to find and report
the near-optimal and promising solutions in a
reasonable computational time. This indicates the
success of the proposed algorithms. In general, we can
conclude the following results:
All heuristic algorithms found the near-optimal
solutions in less computational times than the optimal
algorithm. The results of these experiments show that
these algorithms gradually converge into a high-quality
candidate FCM. Three examples of FCM learning
experiments based on GA, SA and TS are plotted in
Figures (4-1), (4-2) and (4-3).

0
1

10 19 28 37 46 55 64 73 82 91 100 109 118 127 136

Fig. 4-1. GA fitness Function which show that error
converges to near zero
0.0035
0.003
0.0025
0.002
0.0015
0.001
0.0005
0
1

39 77 115 153 191 229 267 305 343 381 419 457 495 533 571

Fig. 4-2. SA fitness Function which show that error
converges to near zero
0.0018
0.0016
0.0014
0.0012

Tab. 3. Stopping criteria: Cpu Time =100 (MIN)
Method

Cpu
Time

Fitness Value
F_average

0.001
0.0008
0.0006
0.0004
0.0002

Var(F_average)

0
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1

GA

2.98919E-05

9.38E-11

100

SA

0.000217225

6.67E-09

1.89

TS

2.33031E-06

4.07E-13

56.3

Tab. 4. Stopping criteria: Cpu Time =40(MIN)
Method

GA
SA
TS

Function Value
F_average
3.15603E-05
0.000217225
2.06654E-06

Cpu
Time
Var(F_average)
6.01E-10
6.67E-09
1.18E-12

40
1.89
40

10 19 28 37 46 55 64 73 82 91 100 109 118 127 136

Fig. 4-3. TS fitness Function which show that error
converges to near zero
 The TS algorithm meanly found better solutions
with less error than GA and SA.
 The SA algorithm meanly found solutions in less
computational times than GA and TS.
As explained before, TS algorithm was a good way to
learn FCM with less error. The connection matrix
shown in table.6 is the output produced by TS
algorithm. This matrix is corresponding with a graph
which exhibits the relation between components of

S. Alizadeh, M. Ghazanfari & M. Fathian

mentioned purchase system. This graph is a complete
graph and is too complicated to show all of the
relations in a figure.

5. Conclusion
In this study, a comprehensive learning method
has been proposed to construct FCMs based on
historical data. Some meta-heuristics (GA, SA, and TS)
have been used to extract FCMs in the proposed
method and their results have been compared. As a
case study, a FCM has generated based on historical
data of a real purchase system using the proposed
method. Comparison of the results in this case study
show that TS is more effective, generating FCMs
which almost perfectly represent the system’s
behavior. The future work will concern on the
improvement of the proposed learning method. One of
interesting and open issues is using the other heuristic
methods for learning FCMs and comparing them with
the others. Another interesting direction concerns the
use of the learned FCM in ranking components in
complex systems.
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